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Greater changes were made in the navy, prompted partly by
the growing German challenge and partly by the emergence
within the service of a high officer intensely eager for its moderni-
zation and reform. This was Sir John Fisher, who in the autumn
of 1904 came back to the admiralty as first sea lord, a man of rest-
less, forward-looking genius and strong fighting character. Lord
Selborne, who appointed him, was himself an able first lord; but
a few months later, when he went out to South Africa to succeed
Milner, his place was taken (6 March 1905) by an even abler one,
brought in by Balfour (his contemporary at Eton) from the
business world. This was the third Earl Cawdor.1
Cawdor came direct from an eventful chairmanship of the
Great Western Railway, where he had initiated policies destined
to benefit that line for many decades to come. Like Fisher, he
was a man who by instinct looked ahead and could see through
the wall of time to what was coming up behind it; and though
their collaboration only lasted nine months, the fruits were
memorable. Two stand out: the redistribution of the fleet, and
the laying down of the Dreadnought and the Invincible—prototypes
respectively of the battleship and the battle-cruiser as they were
during the European war.
Fisher perceived plainly, as a professional man, that Tirpitz's
fleet was built to fight the British; and, given the intense hatred
and jealousy of England felt by die German classes engaged in
shipping and foreign trade and their rapidly increasing influence
over German policy, he could not believe that the plan would be
easily diverted from proceeding to its conclusion. For such a
conflict the traditional Tar-flung5 dispositions of the British navy
were all wrong; and he worked at once, though by camouflaged
stages, to concentrate its fighting strength in or near home waters.
The practice of Showing the flag* in remote seas was curtailed.
Numbers of semi-obsolete ships—floating death-traps in war-
time—were ruthlessly scrapped, saving upkeep and, in many
cases, crews. A few days after Cawdor left office was made public
a redistribution of the fighting navy in three fleets—Mediter-
ranean (based on Malta), Atlantic (based on Gibraltar), and
Channel (based on home ports). Hitherto there had been only
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